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Abstract 

The global and everlasting quest for the limited resources of the earth has developed into 

a need to chisel out how each spatial area will be able to sustain its inhabitants. The 

connection between global and local sustainability is direct and undisputed. However, the 

global vision of sustainability and its concrete meaning in local terms are vastly separate. 

In order to be able to bridge this gap, there is a need to anchor the vision and make it 

more tangible locally. Physical planning at a local level has in many ways been pin-

pointed as the tool to achieve this, since local planning results in a merging of the 

economic, ecological and social aspects of sustainable development. Alongside this 

broadened view, the governmental vision of democracy is turning towards increased 

decentralization. Citizen participation is therefore becoming a part of, and even a uniting 

link, in the realization of sustainable development. This has created entirely new 

demands for the individual municipal planner. His/her new task is mainly to merge local 

stakeholders into functioning planning processes. As a response to this new network-

based view of society, collaborative—or communicative—planning is being tested both 

theoretically and practically as a tool for realizing it. There are, however, major 

reservations as to how well it serves this purpose. The main objective of this thesis is to 

contribute to this discourse on these reservations, perhaps offering some useful input for 

further research and/or future development of guidelines for the practising planner. It is 

based on two case studies of communicative planning processes carried out in a 

Swedish context. The main conclusions are that communicative planning, both 

theoretical and practical, should be developed in a more post-modern and pragmatic 

sense, anchoring it firmly in its local, spatial setting and releasing it from preset 

assumptions of the formal and informal rules and boundaries of government and/or 

governance  
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1.  Local planning in a global context 

The global and everlasting quest for the limited resources of the planet is a 

major driving force of our society. This shapes our everyday lives and also 

technological and scientific development. At its core, global conflict and crises 

often have a spatial foundation, explicitly as territorial conflict. As the carrying 

capacity of many territories has reached its limits, new developments have led to 

a situation whereby less territory sustains the needs of an increasing number of 

inhabitants. The ability of the planet to sustain its increasing number of 

inhabitants has weakened, and even less populated areas are facing severe 

problems. 

As a response to these problems, the concept of sustainability has developed into 

managing aspects not only of environmental character but also of economical, 

cultural and social character. The possibility of merging these aspects is 

therefore regarded as being crucial for developing society in a sustainable 

manner. Sustainability is a concept of great idealistic value, but is not very 

tangible to most people. However, the local community forms the basis of the 

concept—both as an arena for global and regional politics and as the foundation 

for building a sustainable society from the bottom upwards. 

Consequently, this affects local planners in a very concrete way, creating 

entirely new demands on the profession. Not only are they required to act 

strategically in order to be able to foresee future developments, but they also 

need to bring together a vast number of different interests and expertise. At a 

local level, this means being able to handle the input of facts and information 

and ideas from different sector representatives, from private and public interests, 

but also to promote democratic processes. In such complex situations, the local 

planners have to coordinate and communicate in order to merge the three aspects 

of sustainability at a local level.  
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To meet these prerequisites of sustainable development, planning as an activity 

is changing focus from being rational and target-oriented into being increasingly 

occupied with the planning process as such. The evolving planning discourse 

has been labelled “the communicative turn” (Healey 1997), pinpointing the 

functional core of this planning ideal as being a question of how to initiate and 

maintain well-functioning collaboration through well-functioning 

communication between a large number of stakeholders, including the planner 

himself in his local setting and social surrounding.  

”Planners do not operate in a vacuum devoid of structural influences”

(Allmendinger 2002:17) 

The communicative turn in planning has been extensively discussed and 

criticized from two main angles, both with regard to how well communicative 

planning can function as a truly democratic process. One side of the discourse 

deals with the practical implications of how to reach the planning ideal, while 

the other focuses on the use of theory for practising planners. The overall 

ambition of this thesis is to contribute to bridging the gap between planning 

practice and planning theory by concentrating on the function of communicative 

planning processes. Empirically, it is based on the evaluations of two different 

spatial planning processes, both based and mainly carried out locally but 

commissioned by government authorities, the Swedish Armed Forces 

Headquarters, SwAFHQ, and the Swedish Energy Agency, SEA, both taking 

place within the realms of Swedish municipalities in the early years of the 21st

century.
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1.1. Aim, methods and outline 

The aim of the thesis is to present and discuss communicative planning 

processes, by focusing on their social structure and their legitimacy regarding 

the potential of communication. Two broad questions are asked:

How does communicative planning work in a functional way? 

Does communicative planning work as an implementer of deliberative 

democracy and sustainability?

To be able to provide answers to these questions, chapters 2 and 3 provide 

theoretical aspects of planning in relation to sustainability, and the arising ideal 

of communicative planning as an executor of deliberative democracy—and the 

challenges that accompany it. The theoretical discussion is based on views of 

society as a network and its close connection to the idea of deliberative 

democracy, but also its close relationship with the growing view of sustainable 

development as a tapestry of intertwined aspects of social, economic and 

ecological character, based in the local community. Chapter 4 presents the two 

case studies dealing with the questions posed, and finally the thesis is discussed 

and concluded in chapter 5. 

The thesis also includes two articles corresponding to each of the questions 

posed. The aim of the first article is to make a distinction between planning 

process and objective from a structuralism point of view, in order to provide an 

objective image of communicative planning. It analyses the structure of the 

communication networks within the planning processes at three Swedish 

garrisons preceding the last Parliamentary Resolution of Defence in 2004, and 

argues for the connection between the function of the communicative planning 

process and its social network pattern.
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The second article focuses on the ability of communicative planning to serve as 

a way towards sustainability at a local level. There is an an underlying attempt 

to bring the theoretical and idealistic discourse on communicative planning 

closer to function and practice, and thereby to highlight its differences. The 

article identifies four threats to the local communicative planning processes 

from both a professional planner perspective and from the viewpoint of citizens.
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2. Sustainable development through communicative planning? 

The planning discourse has evolved alongside changing policies and values of 

society, described by Allmendinger as “a trinity between planner, profession 

and state” (2002:22).  In relation to sustainable development, planning has been 

in major transition since the resolution of the European Union summit meeting 

in Gothenburg, 2001. The resolution stated that the three areas, social, economic 

and environmental issues should be regarded as being equally important and 

intertwined. The concept of sustainable development was brought into the 

planner vocabulary—as was the responsibility of acting out the vision at a local 

level, through, for instance, Agenda 21. Sustainable development was placed in 

a traditionally technocratic and rational planning environment, leaving the 

planner in an entirely new position.

2.1.1. Planning the physical arena 

The expression planning is rather unspecific and vague. It has, however, come 

to ”belong” to the area of spatial planning, described by Yftachel and Huxley 

(2000) as “the public production of space; that is, all policies and practices 

which shape the urban and regional environment under the auspices of the 

modern state”. Planning thus has a geographic basis, where the limited 

resources of the earth are the core issues. Using this geographical and spatial 

core of planning reveals how it is a container of a vast area of different interests 

and demands. One limited spatial area can, for example, contain ecological, 

agricultural and economically valuable resources—but also be of great 

importance for sustaining a local community.  Planning is consequently closely 

tied to politics (Sager 1994), or perhaps better described as the realizations of 

politics (Healey 1997), (Friedmann 1987). The new planning paradigm has 

evolved alongside the growing awareness of the more negative sides of growth, 
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partly sprung from the Bruntland declaration but also intertwined with the 

development of democracy (Putnam 2001; Campbell and Fainstein 2003), 

(Forester 1982). The core of this intertwined development has been forming 

from the awareness that the seemingly parallel “drain-pipes” of different interest 

in society are not parallel at all, and will consequently collide—or in the best 

case merge—in due time. To be able to foresee such collisions or perhaps to 

make the impact smoother, the individual planner has the choice of gaining 

expert knowledge himself—or of being able to bring experts together in 

functioning planning processes. As Sager (1994) puts it:  

“Planning problems can be solved in two ways: through calculation or through 

communication”.

The carrying through of planning probably differs in as many ways as there are 

planning projects. However, the overall difference in how to relate to the task of 

adapting means to obtain ends (Sager 1994). The act of planning is often 

described as two-sided. One side is rational, and occupied with “making ends 

meet”, the other is strategic, or functional, using planning as a tool for social 

engineering (Wirén and Överstyrelsen-för-civil-beredskap 1998) The task of 

reaching sustainability has reinforced the planner’s role as a social engineer, 

making it legitimate. Possibly this role is also induced by the growing network 

society, where the planner himself is more a part of the local community and 

therefore his own schemes affect himself: 

“Planners are influenced by structure as well as creating that structure” 

Allmendinger 2002:18)

The basic need for planning is, according to Wirén (1998), society’s natural 

inertia when it comes to changing. In the transformation of society towards 

increased sustainability, inertia can be seen as the essence of it, since it is built 

in slow and complex processes. However, the everyday needs of society 
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constantly call for quick and rational solutions—often clashing with more 

strategic and long-term plans.

This clash between the demands of society and the individual will to change lie 

at the bottom of the communicative turn in planning. This relation is often 

described as a dualism; actor and structure (Allmendinger 2002) (Giddens 

1984), or in reference to the network society, as the self and the net (Castells 

1998). The communicative turn in planning is designed towards levelling the 

actor and the structure, tearing down hierarchical structures, turning society into 

a network. Thus, the communicative turn also involves a gradual 

decentralization of planning management—from being a task for a limited 

planning elite, to becoming broader and deeper in character.  

The environmental issues are dominated by insecurity regarding both values and 

knowledge, an insecurity that thrives on quick and often dramatic changes in 

knowledge and values (Booher and Innes 2002) (Wirén and Överstyrelsen-för-

civil-beredskap 1998). Sustainable development demands an overview of the 

complexity of both human interaction and the interconnection of occurrences, 

actions and events and how they impinge upon each other’s spheres and 

influence each another within limited physical areas. Viewing sustainability 

from a limited spatial area highlights the important role of the individual, based 

on the awareness that a low-profile action, performed on an every-day basis, can 

be aggregated into high-impact phenomena. Using his role as a social engineer, 

the planner has the power to have an effect on the everyday choices the 

individual makes; thus, he also has the power to increase sustainability globally. 

2.1.2. Communicative planning as executor of deliberative democracy 

At the municipal level, the network development of society has, for example, led 

to citizen participation in with public opinion takes place towards proposals 

already drawn up. The development that is now in progress is taking a further 
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step in the decentralization of local planning, a development that may also be 

characterized as a step in a democratization process towards a more deliberative

democracy (Premfors and Roth 2004) (Dryzek 2001). The deliberative 

democratic process is put forward as the governmental ideal in e.g. the 

governmental investigation of democracy (SOU 2000:1) as a consultation or 

discussion process in with public opinion as part of the proposal being drawn up.  

Within planning theory, the ideal of deliberative democracy has led to a 

transition of the planning ideal towards collaborative or communicative

planning. Communicative planning is characterized by a view of planning as a 

long-term process in which the focus is not only on the planning object but also 

on the process as such. These processes include, and are based on, the different 

stakeholders affected—their interests and scope in participating in the 

communicative processes. The act of planning as such then becomes an executor 

of the deliberative ideal: 

“…planning as a democratic enterprise, aimed to promote social justice and 

environmental sustainability. (Healey 1997) 

The deliberative democracy as an ideal is based on belief in a communicative

rationality (Habermas 1984) and is both an analytical basis and a normative 

attitude as to how it should be. Allmendiger (2002) separates the entity of 

communicative planning into two parts: communicative action and 

communicative rationality. Communicative actions refer to the planning process 

itself, as a learning process—and even a fostering process—among those 

involved, and aimed at reaching mutual understanding and consensus. Healey 

(1992) described the transition of the planning ideal from rational, technical and 

target-oriented as being: “…broadened to encompass not merely rational-

technical forms of reasoning but moral appreciation and aesthetical 

experience.. “ (Healey 1997) 
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The other side of communicative planning, communicative rationality, refers to 

the possibility of the individual to make rational choices that are of benefit to the 

entire community. Physical planning takes place around, and at, a 

geographically defined location. Adding the three dimensions of sustainability 

complicates the picture. A local community has, for instance, an economic 

reality which can be difficult to merge with a more idealistic view of 

sustainability, even if it is expected to be a basic part of sustainable 

development. The act of planning has been described as an act of adapting 

means to obtain the best possible ends. Evaluation of means and preferable ends 

is a highly subjective matter. Locally, the planning process also becomes a part 

of the locality and also part of the citizen’s everyday life and social 

environment.  

2.2. Social networks and social capital 

Thus, there are intricate networks of aspects influencing and affecting 

communicative processes. Not only are they influenced by, for instance, 

receiving or lacking concrete resources, communicative processes can also be 

regarded as social interaction, or social networks. These networks of interaction 

around a mutual task generate and trigger the growth of social capital (Bolino, 

Turnley et al. 2002). Social capital concentrates the advantages that come both 

to the individual and society through robust social networks (Kilduff and Tsai 

2003) and can therefore be regarded as the realization of the dualism view of 

society. Social capital can in short be described as the valuable network of 

contacts between people in society which, among other things, makes 

democracy work. Today it is accepted as a crucial ingredient, alongside physical 

capital, for inducing growth. Within an organization social capital is a necessary 

asset for creating a good working climate for cooperation and for generating 

new ideas. 
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How social capital is created is therefore a key issue addressed by, for instance 

Rothstein (2003) seeks to find answers to. According to Rothstein social capital 

is created within an organization that harbours respect and trust for the 

surrounding institutional or societal setting. The trust of the actors is based on a 

belief in the surrounding ”power” to act for the common good and has little to 

do with any subjective interest.  Building social capital in an organisation, and 

consequently also building functioning cooperation, cannot be done with actors 

seeking to maximize their own interests 

Regarding sustainable development as a local affair highlights the very 

pragmatic side of functioning planning. To be able to obtain the balance of the 

local community, resting on the three legs of sustainability, the presence of 

social capital is crucial since it builds the foundation of social—and possibly 

also economic—growth (Burt 2001). Social capital is a “perpetual mobile” of a 

local community and its machinery is built on trust, which is in turn obtained 

through reciprocal communication (Coleman 1998; Burt 2001), . Also, it can be 

viewed as a precondition for the satisfactory working of a co-operative process 

(Baker 2000; Bolino, Turnley et al. 2002),  .

“Overall, previous research indicates that social capital is an important 

resource because individuals work together more effectively and efficiently 

when they know each other, understand one another, and trust and identify with 

one another (Bolino, Turnley et al. 2002) 

In this way, a planning process may be influenced by finely-tuned social 

mechanisms. As trust is needed to obtain social capital, in turn being a main 

ingredient of a well-functioning communicative planning process, another task 

is delegated to the planner as a builder of trust; that is, the levelling down of the 
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planner to simply being part of the general societal network of trust of which the 

democratic society is founded on.  

2.3. The challenges! 

Summarizing the content of communicative planning, it is—although aiming at 

reaching long-term goals—not characterized as being goal-oriented; that is, not 

in the rational sense of adapting means to ends. Instead, it is a fostering and 

learning process, leading to what could be described as common ground for a 

multitude of stakeholders, planners and expertise. This is partly induced by the 

fact that planning as such has developed from being characterized by rational 

“selective measures” to being comprised instead of long-term strategies (Sager 

1994). Designed for increasing democracy, it is also built on a non-hierarchic 

social structure based on reciprocal communication and trust. In a local sense, 

this implies the presence of social mechanisms affecting the function of the 

process. So where does this leave the planner? Well, possibly in a deep void of 

lacking awareness and knowledge concerning the issues above. To grasp and 

handle it is truly a challenge for local communities and municipal political and 

administrative bodies, which are not adapted to existing means and methods for 

collective problem solving (Wirén and Överstyrelsen-för-civil-beredskap 1998). 

The challenges the planner will face is partly based on his/her ability to enhance 

instrumental rationality, that is “the capacity to devise, select and affect good 

means to clarified ends” (Allmendinger 2002:186). In part, the challenge is to 

weave together a well functioning social structure, which at a local level is 

affected by the social relations in the community of stakeholders in question and 

also the reality of perhaps scarce resources. Adding the complexity of 

sustainable development, this leaves the planner in a position that calls for him 

to be the implementer of a new set of values and knowledge. Possibly this is a 

road leading to severe collisions between private, local and global interests. If he 
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overcomes these initial challenges new lies ahead. Within an ad-hoc network of 

interaction, new power relations are deemed to occur, in a concrete way by 

dominating individual interests, but also in a subtler manner. The democratic 

ideals of the communicative process might be overturned, as Healey asks: 

“Does it not merely cocoon us into a naïve belief in the power of democratic 

discussions, while the forces of global capitalism ever more cleverly conceal the 

ways they oppress us?” (Healey 1997) 

Regarding planning as a long-term process instead of a short-term one does not 

automatically protect it from being induced by the power of dominating 

interests. Instead, it might be even more thoroughly rooted as it is weaved it into 

the process, with the planner himself as part of the process. But the process as 

ontology can still be regarded as a prerequisite for implementing sustainable, 

and lasting, behaviour. A sustainable society is built on long-term processes and 

on complex interrelations between social, economic and ecological matters over 

time, and also in connection with their spatial surrounding. 

The reason for connecting the broad-based notion of sustainability to its spatial 

reality and its timely occurrence is:

 “not only to attain a better intellectual understanding of all the growing 

knowledge about parallel processes, influencing each other across the boarder 

between society and nature. It is also due to a peculiar trait in the establishing 

of human norms. To make future contract with nature, supplementing the social 

contract, is precisely a matter of establishing norms” (Hägerstrand 2000) :314. 

Human norms evolve in an everyday setting, constantly affected by occurrences 

such as new policies and ideas, changing access to resources, interpersonal 
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experience and overall changes in the surrounding society. For the individual to 

be able to grasp the complexity of the parallel processes as described by 

Hägerstrand, she has to be regarded as a part of the same process which presents 

additional challenges for the planner! 

3. Research in—and on—communicative planning 

How has the research community contributed to giving planners tools for 

meeting the new challenges being faced? Not very well, according to e.g. Bengs 

(2005) who states that planning researchers discuss planning theory for the sake 

of discussing planning theory, not to the benefit of the practising planner. 

Allmendinger (2002:17) adds that there is reciprocal lack of benefit: 

“Academics claim that practitioners ignore theory while practitioners claim 

academics are divorced from reality.” This chapter aims to illustrate this wide

gap in communicative planning. 

The research on planning can be divided into two groups: research on planning 

and research in planning (Allmendinger 2002). The research in communicative 

planning is characterized by a mixture of different theoretical aspects, mostly 

aiming at theoretically discussing its functional potential and the obstacles. 

Sager concludes the discourses “ethical theory applied to the planning field”

(Sager 2005). There is an interesting and growing field of research based on the 

network view of communicative planning, which is mainly regarded as 

illuminating the interrelationship between societies and planning. This chapter 

will take a look at this limited part of planning research and connect the 

discussion to two main issues:

The connection of the network to its physical surrounding
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The network as a process of building a sustainable society. 

Thus, a vast amount of research, mainly based on the rhetorical implications of 

communicative planning, is left out. The most dominant stance of the research in 

communicative planning is based on the notion of rationality. However, 

rationality will only be used in a more implicit way in this thesis, merely 

providing the means for discussing the process, the network view and its 

implications. 

3.1. Communicative planning and the network view 

The connection between the network society and the notion of communicative 

planning is a developing view, referred to by Verma and Shin (2004) as “A 

pragmatic marriage”:

“…might the ideas of a network society find a home within the communicative 

turn in planning theory, or are they so different that they constitute a new kind 

of theory?” (Verma and Shin 2004). 

The network view of communicative planning can be used to describe new 

forms of power. Seen from the planner’s perspective, the communicative turn in 

planning power has reduced his hierarchical power as head of the planning 

project, instead turning him into a “subject to power and not part of it” (Booher 

and Innes 2002) 221. The network society diffuses power into less hierarchical 

social structures, making power “flat”. Consequently, the planner becomes part 

of a social structure of interaction, as Allmendiger (2002) states: “Planners are 

influenced by structure as well as creating that structure”. His access to power 

turns into a question of how well he handles this new position. Booher and Innes 

(2002) make an attempt to link collaboration and power, regaining power to 
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planner professionals. The planner’s ability to “give away” his power to the 

network and to be able to regard it as a shared power empowers him through the 

network. Power, then, according to Booher and Innes, thrives from collaboration 

and communication where information is decentralized. However, the network 

has to be built within a local community or a localized political context. In this 

way, a locality effect is obtained, based on collective intelligence and collective 

ideas

DIALOGUE DIALOGUE 

COLLABORATION 

SHARED MEANING 

SHARED HEURISTICS 
AND NORMS 

COLLABORATION 

SHARED MEANING 

SHARED HEURISTICS 
AND NORMS 

DIVERSITY AND 
INTERDEPENDENCE

COOPERATIVE ACTION 

Figure 1. Network power model (adapted from Booher and Innes 2002). 

haveThe conclusions that Booher and Innes make is that planners  power as 

“spiders” in the network “nodes” of this system, and as: “agents who help 

building the network” (Booher and Innes 2002)232. From this point of view, the 

planner’s main role is to make these new networks happen and to organize them 

(Sager 2005).
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The network view that Booher and Innes present somewhat contradicts the 

network as an idea, and reveals its vulnerability. The cyclic view of network 

power presented in Figure1 above describes a closed system, which is seemingly 

indifferent to external and internal “disturbance”. The contradiction consists of 

striving towards smothering diversity, instead reaching “shared meaning” and 

“shared norms”, or as “new fabric”: 

“If we think of a collaborative network as an organic system, diversity is the 

source of raw material as it brings together the ideas, values, interests and 

knowledge into a new fabric” (Booher and Innes 2002):226. 

Regarded in relation to social network theory, a closed process of interaction is 

“dangerous” to the community as a whole. The closed network is mostly 

beneficiary to itself and/or single individuals making “withdrawals” of the social 

capital it contains (Mannberg 2005). One cannot help questioning where 

diversity disappears in this new fabric, and whether creativity goes with it. 

Similarity introduces the likelihood of communication but reduces creativity 

(Cross, Borgatti et al. 2002). And whatever happens to rationality? What 

becomes rational, weaving the new fabric or coming up with creative solutions? 

There is an overwhelming risk that the first alternative will become the most 

rational task in the individual striving to obtain a good social atmosphere. 

In a case study of Transportation Planning Practice, Willson, Payne et al. (2003) 

analyzes how “discussion supports rational policy outcome” and state the 

important role of discussion as a link between analysis and decision making. 

However, they conclude that the analysis must adapt to the stakeholders point of 

view in order to induce rational choice. Willson, Payne and Smith argue for a 

rather open process leaving out any pressure of reaching shared meaning, 

heuristics and norms as drawn up in the Booher and Innes network power model 

shown in Figure 1.
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The transport planning field has a strong tradition of instrumental rationality. 

The need for a broader perspective is pointed out by Langmyhr (2000:683) 

“Traditional ‘predict and provide’ solutions are cast in doubt, because problem 

comprehension involves a larger transportation-land use system than before, as 

well as an expanded set of societal values”. 

Societal values are concretized at the individual level. The everyday choices that 

the individual makes based on his/her values have an overwhelming effect on 

the environmental status of the earth, as discussed previously. The viewpoint of 

the individual designated at collective rationality is in constant struggle with 

more self-centred ones, a struggle between the “Self” and the “Net” (Castells 

1998). According to Castells, the Self evolves around a core value, often 

associated with social entities (Verma and Shin 2004). The key to sustainable 

action at a local level would consequently be the merging of the Self and the Net 

in a constant process, making the one inseparable from the other, or more 

pragmatically expressed by Hägerstrand (2000): “right behaviour must become 

self-evident”. The building of social networks in communicative processes 

supplies means of obtaining the dualism making sustainable behaviour self-

evident to the individual and in the local community. 

“It’s a perspective that emphasises the importance of ordinary values and daily 

living and elevates them to epistemological status” (Verma and Shin 2004:138).

Once again, the role of the planner as a social engineer is highlighted. However, 

the pinning down of such actions into “solid ground” is often left out in 

theoretical discussions on communicative planning. 
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3.2. Some critical voices

Communicative planning is described by Imrie (1999) as: “a powerful 

conception in legitimizing a managerial approach to the problems confronting 

the planner”. However, Allmendinger provides a contrasting view to the 

theoretical role of the planner as a “managerialist”, being the central figure of 

the process. Instead, he claims that planning theory attempts to make the planner 

a part of a local process, as pointed out by (Cross, Borgatti et al. 2002) 

The underlying democratic “justification” of communicative planning is the 

main focus of the criticism of Bengs (2005). He claims that communicative 

planning acts as a legitimizing shield for carrying through the will of exploiters, 

mainly driven by economic interests. Forester (1982) points out the 

responsibility of the planner to identify and prevent such distortions. In reply to 

Bengs, Sager (2005) questions the image Bengs provides of the citizen as 

consumer instead of a local resident with local interests. 

Yiftachel and Huxley oppose communicative planning as the new planning 

paradigm and they call for an open approach, critically exploring planning 

practice instead of making theoretical assumptions. Yiftachel and Huxley also 

point out how communicative planning fails to connect theory to its physical 

reality:

“It may be time for a ‘spatial turn’ among leading theorists, in order to create a 

shared theoretical discourse directly relevant to the actual practice and material 

consequences of planning” (Yftachel and Huxley 2000:911).

Yiftachel and Huxley highlights the need to bring planning theory closer to 

practice, making it more tangible to the individuals involved by pinning it down 

into solid ground!
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3.3. Conclusions of previous research 

The research in and on communicative planning is mainly occupied with 

discussion of the legitimacy of the process regarding the possibility of providing 

rational choices. There is little discussion of the ambiguity of rationality. 

However, Willson, Payne and Smith, implicitly touch upon it by suggesting 

analysis of alternatives from the stakeholders point of view.

The network as such is rarely discussed as a process, battered by distortions, 

new policy and ideas, changing pre-conditions and shifting stakeholders. 

Consequently, there is little or no recognition of the individual and the 

interpersonal relations building the social capital within the network, nor the role 

of trust.

The vast gap between instrumental and communicative rationality reveals itself 

in planning research by the lack of connection of the communicative process to 

its local, physical surrounding, although recognised by Yiftachel and Huxley. 
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4. The cases 

In response to critical notes voices on the gulf between planning theory and 

planning practice, this thesis builds on the results from two case studies in a 

Swedish setting: the garrison planning process commissioned by the Swedish 

Armed Forces Headquarters, SwAFHQ, and the project Sustainable 

Municipality commissioned by the Swedish Energy Agency, SEA. In both 

cases, the work progressed using methodology developed within the SAMS 

project1 (SAMS = Samhällsplanering med miljömål i Sverige/Environmental 

objectives and indicators in spatial planning and strategic environmental 

assessment). The aim of the SAMS project was to integrate environmental, 

economic and social goals in the comprehensive planning of municipalities by 

making them more tangible (National board of housing 2001). The SAMS 

methodology, which was one of the main results of the project, is based on a 

strategic approach whereby visions of the future are designed and anchored in 

CP by using tools such as back-casting, SWOT analysis and multi-criteria 

analysis. SAMS builds on an open, creative and communicative approach, with 

a view to the participants diverging from their rooted perspectives. Figure 2 

illustrates the basic reference for the SAMS project and the resulting 

methodology.

                                          

1 The SAMS project was mainly financed by the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning and the Environmental Protection Agency in Sweden, and was also co-financed by LIFE and 
the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, SIDA. The project was concluded in 
2000. For more information an SAMS project, see National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 
and the Environmental Protection Agency (2001). 
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Figure 2. A frame of reference for the planning process of the SAMS project (National board of housing 2001). 

4.1. Research questions 

The transfer of power in the organic growth of a network implies a (seemingly) 

random distribution of power. Is there really such a thing as network power, or 

is it merely a reorganizing of power, “hidden” behind the intent of democratic 

collaboration? The thesis poses two main questions: 

1. How does communicative planning work, and  

2. Can it work as an implementer of sustainability through decentralized 

local processes? 

Based on the notion (described in previous chapters) of the collaboration of 

stakeholders as a network, the first question has been answered by analyzing the 

network of a spatial garrison planning commissioned by the Swedish Armed 

Forces.
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The second question has been addressed by conducting open interviews with 

participators from five Swedish municipalities involved in the programme 

Sustainable Municipalities, commissioned by the Swedish Energy Agency.  

4.2. Methods

Viewing the communicative process as a matter of social interaction implies the 

need to embark on studies of social behaviour. The results from such an 

approach might be difficult to translate into “usable” tools for planners. 

However, regarding a communicative process as a network supplies some basic 

notions. Viewing the network as a structure allows it to be scrutinized in a 

positivistic way, making the results more generalized. To be able to answer the 

first question posed, the spotlight has been directed to the function of the 

communicative process. The first case study was therefore based on social 

interaction and was regarded as a social structure, described by Marshall 

(1998:648) as  “…the ordered interrelationships between the different elements 

of a social system or society”. Three planning organizations with three different 

degrees of quality of output were mapped using Social Network Analysis 

(SNA), based on open interviews combined with surveys. The quality of 

performance was related to the social pattern within each informal organization. 

Open interviews as an approach is characterized by regarding the informant as 

being capable of providing the best picture of his/her reality. The researcher 

thereby gives away the “authority” of the interview situation in order to avoid 

contamination of the results.  
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“Contamination emanates from the interview setting, its participants, and their 

interaction, not from the subject, who, under ideal conditions, is capable of 

providing accurate, authentic reports” (Gubrium and Holstein 2003).

Using open interviews provides an equally open view of the planner’s own 

situation, and is unaffected by any pre-judgment and characterization of the 

situation which pre-determined questions might lead to. However, the 

interpretative part of the research puts strong emphasis on the researcher’s 

ability to set aside pre-judgement. I in this research planning theory has been 

allowed to act as the “analyst”, addictively weaving empirical material into the 

discussion. In this situation the researcher’s role has been merely the tool for 

bringing the parts together.  

4.2.1. Case 1 – The garrison planning project 

Case 1 presents the results of an evaluation that took place during June to 

December 2004, of the so-called garrison planning within the Swedish Armed 

Forces. When it comes to the army, the main and fundamental change in recent 

years has been the changing structural nature of conflict as they occur regardless 

of national boarders. This development has introduced a new and more global 

view of the role of the national armed forces: 

“…no country in the world can single-handedly manage the complex security 

situation of the world today”.(Swedish-Armed-Forces 2006) 

This calls for the military to come up with sufficient and appropriate resources. 

The Swedish Armed Forces is currently—and has been during the last few 

years—going through a significant reform. The development of the joint 

European security policy combined with rapid technological change is said to be 
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the main reason. In a functional sense, this has led to the need for a fundamental 

structural change where locally rooted forces are replaced with an increasingly 

mobile “active operational defence” such as the European and Nordic Battle 

Groups (Swedish Armed Forces, 2006).

To meet the global change, all Swedish garrisons execute strategic planning as 

an ongoing process with the aim of forming an infrastructure that can match 

future activities and operations. In order to carry out strategic planning with a 

satisfactory result, an organization fit for the purpose is necessary. 

The research had a normative purpose, aiming to provide input for optimizing 

the design of strategic planning organizations. The results show a correlation 

between quality of performance and certain network characteristics, where the 

identification of primary groups is of prime interest. The case study resulted in 

suggesting a possible causal order with primary groups as the alleged motor of 

social capital within the informal planning organization, and regarding social 

capital as the main ingredient for creative planning processes. Put in reverse, 

forming primary groups could be the starting point for creative planning 

processes. Taking this further, it could be a generator of social capital within any 

society. The discussion revolves around the ingredients for organizational 

informal primary groups to form. 

4.2.2. Case 2 - The Sustainable Municipality Programme 

This second case study is based on the project Sustainable Municipality 

Programme, SMP, commissioned by the Swedish Energy Agency, SEA. 

SEA is responsible for the national energy restructuring process in order to build 

a sustainable and effective energy system in Sweden. The project SMP was 

launched in 2003 as one step on the way to achieving this objective. The project 

will run for five years with the objective of “putting the energy restructuring 
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into a wider community perspective (Swedish-Energy-Agency 2003). Initially, a 

pilot project was carried out with five municipalities, researchers from 

universities and representatives from SEA. Within the realms of SMP a sub-

project: Physical Planning for Economizing of Resources, PPRE, has been in 

progress with the ambition of anchoring the vision of more effective use of 

energy in the municipalities’ work on physical planning. An overall ambition 

was to contribute to sustainable growth and broad-based collaboration locally 

between municipal administration, political representation, local trade and 

industry, and other “relevant parts of the local community”.

The actual work was carried out as seminars and workshops based on the SAMS 

methodology. The participating municipalities themselves applied to participate 

and were selected through STEM’s appropriation of suitable planning projects. 

Four cornerstones are stated by SEA:

• Development of local co-operation

• Political anchorage

• Close collaboration with the Swedish Energy Agency, which provides expert 

knowledge, environmental scanning and knowledge distribution  

• Research linked to the programme, concerning energy restructuring and 

achievement of a more effective use of energy, and about the work process itself 

(Swedish-Energy-Agency 2003). 

Swedish municipalities have exclusive planning power according to the 

constitution, as well as being legally obliged to work towards efficient use of 

energy in their planning. Physical planning is thereby given a co-ordinating 

function for sustainable ecological, social and economic development. 

Participation and co-operation is expected to take place widely between different 

sectors, but also deeply, between central and local levels. The collaboration with 
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the citizen and other stakeholders thereby becomes a central piece of the 

planning jigsaw. It is truly a challenge for local communities and municipal 

political and administrative bodies to implement sustainable development 

through communicative planning processes. In the case study, challenges 

appearing as threats to the realization of sustainable development through 

communicative planning processes were traced. 

The validity and the practical potential of communicative planning is disputed, 

since it challenges the idea of the competence of the professional planner and his 

municipally legitimate authoritative power to plan; but still, the norm of 

sustainable development is to integrate and change society and merge the three 

dimensions—and build a sustainable society by participation, communication 

and open planning processes.

The results of the case study indicate a gap in recognizing the connection 

between sustainability as a global vision and its local anchoring, although this is 

stated as the main purpose of the project. Regarded as a learning process, the 

intent would be to give the planners new possibilities of gaining “power” in 

local networks, and in deliberative processes. However, the interviews with 

participating planners revealed an attitude to stakeholder participation as a 

question of “them” adapting to “us”, and not vice versa.

4.3. Reflections on—and conclusions from—the case studies 

One common factor in the two cases studied is their sensitivity to global politics 

and global change, and an awareness of how this results in demands for change 

in the physical structure. Another common factor is the orientation of the 

process, the focus being on learning and fostering process connecting previously 

disconnected sectors, emphasising collaboration and communication.   
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The main difference between the cases is the traditional explicit hierarchical 

structures and the clear and explicit organization that the garrison constitutes. 

The garrison also has a tradition of being a closed administrative and spatial 

area. Based on the former notion of the armed forces as the defender of spatial 

territory, it also has a tradition of knitting the strategic planning of resources 

close to spatial reality.

As discussed previously, the network view of communicative planning includes 

the transfer of power from hierarchical structures to flat networks. With a local 

foundation, this means “power to the people”, or, in fact, the realization of 

deliberative democracy within the garrison as an administrative unit. However, 

the changing way of regarding organization is the same: 

“Sheer brute force and chain-of-command-style organizations are increasingly 

less crucial to military success, while networks and multi-user communication 

play an ever-growing role” (Booher and Innes 2002):224.

The case studies draw upon the communicative process as a planning ideal and 

the obstacles facing the planner as the engineer of the social network that it 

constitutes. Thus, the research has, in both cases, remained on the level of the 

professional planner, not touching down into the local reality of implementing 

the ideal of communicative or deliberative planning, although this clashes 

severely with the overall viewpoint of the thesis. However, the role of the 

planner is regarded as crucial for understanding the implementation, or the 

merging of the Net and the Self, to use Castell’s expression. The local, spatial 

perspective will instead constitute the basis for the suggested previous research 

as described in section 5:1.
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5. Concluding discussion and final remarks 

The aim of the thesis was to touch upon two basic questions, relevant to 

planning theory but mainly to the practicing planner: 

1. How does communicative planning work, and  

2. Can it work as an implementer of sustainability in decentralized local 

processes?

The study shows how communicative planning is working as a process of  

transferring power into networks, although it has taken new structural forms—as 

shown in case 1. In the garrison planning case, the process of communicative 

planning seems to have been functioning quite well where the primary groups 

may have taken the role of making information tangible to all stakeholders or 

perhaps by restructuring power in new constellations. This might indicate 

insecurity towards these new flat constellations and an immaturity and lack of 

knowledge in handling network power. 

With regard to the second question, the intention and aim on the part of both 

central and local authorities—in combination with inadequate understanding of 

the process’s mechanisms—may lead to the objective of collaboration being 

hard to achieve. The second case indicated that there may also be a risk that the 

process will have the opposite effect when it is legitimized rhetorically but is 

then used instead to “roll over” weaker interests.

The STEM methodology is on the way of initiating collaborative processes but 

needs to reach past the hierarchical division of the process in different levels of 

society. It also needs to recognise the role of trust, both within the collaboration 

network as well as in its institutional setting. The planner should be encouraged 

to act, not as a spider in the network, but as a constant broker of connections 
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between the net and its not-yet-connected stakeholders, “crafting ways to 

engage these people” (Cross, Borgatti and Parker 2002:27). But the planner 

should also connect a wide range of other inputs, constantly reforming the 

“context of governance” (Palm and Wihlborg 2006). 

Overall, planning theory and research—as well as communicative planning 

projects in practice—need to be developed in a more post-modern manner. 

Government top-down and governance bottom-up perspectives need to be 

overlooked theoretically, empirically and in practice leaving the process to grow 

organically. However, planning for sustainability has a very concrete connection 

to the local community and its physical setting. Communicative planning fails to 

connect theory to its physical reality. To be able to act as an implementer of the 

global vision of sustainability at a local level, the planner also has to take a 

“spatial turn” in communicative planning, making communicative planning 

work!
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6. Further research 

There is a need for developing general understanding of opportunities and 

obstacles in local planning processes concerning sustainable development, 

focusing on social capital and anchored in its physical/geographical setting. 

Such a study would review success factors and provide increased understanding 

of communicative planning processes and their implementation in local 

communities. Four questions could serve as a framework for the realization of 

such a project:

1) What actors participate in—and why—in local environmental protection 

projects and what obstacles and opportunities do they call attention to?  

2) How can the local environmental protection projects be considered as an 

expression of communicative planning, and how does the planning 

process influence the social capital in the locality?

3) How can communicative planning be understood in social capital terms, 

and how is it theoretically related to physical planning and the three 

aspects of sustainable development?  

4) How can—and perhaps should—sustainable development in broad terms 

be planned in the local community? 

Based on the results form the case studies presented in this thesis, 

communicative planning as ideology, needs to be made more tangible to all 

individuals involved in such processes. At present, it seems to be an idealistic 

vision, similar to the issue of sustainability. The over all ambition of the 

suggested future research will therefore be to merge the global vision and the 

local understanding of sustainability through deliberation. 
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ARTICLE

Social Structures in Communicative
Planning: An Analysis of Spatial
Garrison Planning Processes within
the Swedish Armed Forces
MARIANN MANNBERG

Introduction

Society as a whole—its organizations and institutions—are slowly but surely
changing from vertical to horizontal in terms of how interaction is conducted and
perceived. A large hand is being put on hierarchal societal structures, firmly
pressing them downwards into increasingly flattened networks. Hand in hand with
this phenomenon of flattening out, a multitude of different stakeholders are
stepping up into the arena, suddenly all playing in the same league. In spatial
planning, this arena is concrete when a limited geographical area is the subject of
colliding or cooperating diverse interests.
This network view of society also reveals an increasing awareness of the

complexity of both human interaction and the interconnection of occurrences,
actions and events and how they impinge upon each other’s spheres and influence
each another. With the flattening of society and the increasing complexity that
comes with it, the role of strategic planning has become the arena for
communicative planning processes, connecting the network of stakeholders.
Sustainable planning processes, based on well-functioning communication, rarely
initiate themselves and therefore make new demands on planners. For instance, a
communicative planning process doesn’t automatically mean a democratic
process (Bengs, 2005); thus, there is a need for a distinction between planning
objectives and planning process. This article attempts to make the distinction
from a structuralistic point of view in order to provide an objective image of
communicative planning. It analyzes the structure of the communication networks
within the planning processes at three Swedish garrisons preceding the last
Parliamentary Resolution of Defence in 2004, and argues for a connection between
the function of the communicative planning process and its social network pattern.
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The Garrison Planning Process

Within the armed forces, the physical structure should support military actions in
crisis as well as on a day-to-day basis. In Sweden, as a rather new member of the
European Union, the role of the armed forces has changed fundamentally over just
a few years. The most significant change is the weighing of anchor of the military
forces, from being deeply geographically rooted to having more flexibility in
location pattern. As an example, the European Union Battle Group Concept
demands flexible forces for crisis management as parts of larger operations
(Swedish Armed Forces, 2006). This fundamental change has naturally created
demands for an equally fundamental change in the physical structure of Sweden’s
30 garrisons. As a result, it was decided to close down 28 organizations and
institutions, to establish four new ones, which involved six relocations (Swedish
Armed Forces, 2006). The resolution was partly based on the results of strategic
spatial planning processes that had been carried out as an ongoing process since the
1960s. This process has been taking place in different forms, developing from
more rational and target-oriented general plans towards dealing with the total land-
use including economic aspects, though the so-called ‘land and construction plan’.
Due to a poor response from the garrisons in producing land and construction plans,
the Swedish Armed Forces headquarters, SwAFHQ, and the National Fortifications
Administration started work in 1994 to form a better methodology by creating a
supporting ‘‘manual’’, for carrying out the planning process. These new planning
guidelines, To Plan a Garrison (Försvarsmakten, 2002), were put into use after the
previous resolution of 2000, mainly in order to document background information
for drawing up the Bill of Defence of 2004. The planning guidelines rely heavily on
visionary views and process orientation, where increased cooperation is described
as both the means and one of the goals of the planning process.
The planning organizations of each garrison were set up as a relatively flat

formal organization where military rank was set aside. This starting point was
aimed at creating an organic, communicative and creative group in order to
produce a vision of the future for the garrison. The garrison itself functions as a
coordinator of several different units at one location. The coordination was mainly
limited to administrative functions. The aim of the garrison planning process, and
also a main prerequisite, was to improve cooperation in a more functional sense. In
the planning guidelines the proposed planning organization was outlined as
consisting of a steering group, a planning group, one group of consultants, one
group of referees and a set of working groups. The main emphasis of the latter was
on the planning group. In all cases, the head of the garrison was the chairman of
the planning group which consisted of 20 people on average.

Aims and Limitations

Despite a relatively similar starting point for all garrisons, not all of the resulting
garrison plans were considered to be useful as an adequate source of information,
according to the coordinators responsible at the SwAFHQ. Some plans were
considered to be too detailed and to lack a broad foundation and a creative,
visionary outlook. Since cooperation was defined as the basis of the planning
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process, the very basic assumption of the evaluation was that the different results
from each of the garrisons was the result of differences in how cooperation was
conducted. The aim was to gain some insight into possible correlations between
certain social structures of cooperation and the quality of its functioning. The
research has a structuralistic basis, that is, the structure of the communication
network of each planning group has been regarded as affecting the function of the
cooperation instead of vice versa. The approach results in severe limitations as to
other possible influences on cooperation such as the implementation of the new
planning policy presented in the planning guidelines. A concrete limit has been the
local planning group itself. The garrisons more or less had cooperation with other
local, private and public interests. However, the garrison as the administrative unit
was chosen as the limit of the evaluation. Milward & Prowan (1998) argue that
network analysis serves as a method for ‘‘righting the balance’’ between ‘‘an
overdeveloped capacity for policy analysis and an underdeveloped capacity for
administrative analysis’’. The limits of this positivistic approach can consequently
be regarded as its benefits, in this case revealing some of the mechanisms of
functioning communicative planning processes. The questions asked are: can the
social network structure of a communicative planning process be used as an
indicator on how well the process functions? And if so: Which communicative
patterns provide the process with best function?

Military Strategy Redefined

In Sweden, as in many other countries, spatial planning has developed from
rational to increasingly strategic, mainly due to an awareness of the possible casual
effects over time, of seemingly isolated phenomena. To be able to foresee such
networks of effects, networks of expertise are crucial. Because of this,
communicative planning is becoming an increasingly recognized method for
carrying out strategic, spatial planning. The term strategy comes from the Greek
for ‘‘generalship’’ and is described as ‘‘the art or science of military planning or a
specific long-term plan in a military conflict’’ (Oxford-University-Press). Military
strategy, in fact, refers to a more rational and short-term way of using mili-
tary resources for operations. In the increasingly complex network society,
military strategy is also undergoing a change in role. Military units work across
institutional and country borders in joint exercises and achievements, and require
well-functioning communication networks. This also requires a turning around of
the organizational structure of ‘‘strategy-making’’, from being the task of a very
limited group at the top of the military hierarchy to becoming flattened and
broadened. In an institution with a strong hierarchal tradition, such as in the army,
one would assume that the flattening out of society into networks of interaction
would meet and have to confront more rigid structures.

The Social Structure of Communicative Planning

The general view of planning has not only shifted from the rational decision and
policy making process but also increasingly towards communicative processes.
Intertwined with this development, the emphasis of attention has shifted from
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planning objectives to planning processes and the ‘social capital’ that enables
participation in those processes. The main issue at stake is functioning cooperation
between stakeholders with diverse interests and ranging from macro to micro
levels. Any group of people involved in mutual cooperation constitutes a social
structure. Social structures of interaction, mainly communication, are the
backbone of social capital (Burt, 2001). Over time and under the right
circumstances, reciprocal communication turns into a mutual sense of trust. Trust
can in turn function as lubrication for communication, and communication itself
moulds the network, adapting it to the task (Bolino, Turnley et al., 2002). In this
sense, social capital can be defined as a self-generating process where the
ingredients trust and communication are stirred together, turning into chunks of
benefits for society as a whole: for neighbours, organizations, companies or for the
individual to make use of. Hence, social capital can be regarded either from a
relational or from a positional viewpoint. From the positional view, social capital
is for the benefit of the individual, who makes ‘‘withdrawals’’ when she feels the
need for it; for example, contacting an old friend who is in charge of personnel
when she needs a job. From the relational point of view, Coleman (1998) for
instance describes social capital as the contextual complement to human capital,
consisting of the total amount of resources based on involvement in different
relations. According to Baker (2000), there is an established understanding of a
link between social capital and successful businesses and organizations, societal
growth and personal well-being, even to the extent of being health-promoting.
However, there are also negative sides to social capital. Firstly, it does not always
provide benefit to society as a whole since, for example, criminal organizations
also thrive on it. Secondly, people with strong relations, sharing strong opinions,
are likely to cut themselves off from mutual cooperation to a greater extent. In this
case, the benefits of social capital accrue to one closed subgroup, possibly harming
the larger group such as the local community, an organization or a company. In a
democratic sense, social capital can have both positive and negative effects and
consequently communication does not automatically generate a positive outcome,
although communication itself is sometimes pointed out as a goal in itself,
containing a set of underlying ethics (Voogd and Voltjer, 1999) (Healey, 1997). It
is therefore appropriate to make a distinction between communication and
function. In the present case, communication is the structure of interaction
concerning the task of producing a spatial garrison plan. Function is how well the
planning process seems to have been conducted in a more broad-based manner
and, more implicitly, how well the task was completed according to the SwAFHQ.

Primary Groups

In the military, where hierarchy has been the prevalent way of conducting things,
one might assume that social capital has been limited to small groups. If one
dissects a network of interaction, it all comes down to two people interacting at
first. Thus, hypothetically, the origin of social capital ought to be found in these
primary contacts. In Social Network Analysis, SNA, the term primary group is
referred to, for example by Kunitz (2004), as the smallest building block of social
capital. In this sense a multitude of primary groups forms a network. In sociology,
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the term is used to describe small groups in society, such as family, neighbours
and friends, in which the members are close, mutual trust thrives and where our
personality is developed. In general, the term primary group is mainly used in a
formal sense as the body of leading persons in an organization. In a more informal
approach, Bakka, Fivelsdahl et al. (2001) describe organizational primary groups
as long-lasting informal groups characterized by close and direct contacts and
cooperation. In a functional sense this is a kind of organizational hub, around
which much of the actual work is done and the main flow of communication
evolves. Using this expanded idea of the primary group, its possible significance
for cooperation becomes apparent. Helgesen (1995) discusses the positional
network role of interaction as maintained by the individual, striving to maintain a
hierarchical position by keeping social—and perhaps also physical—distance.

Command and control charisma is based on position and maintained by
distance, as in the military model, whereas interactive charisma in based
on influence and maintained by communication. (Helgesen, 1995)

The above quotation also lets us in on what is possibly a self-generating process
where influence enhances communication and vice versa. The organizational
primary group could constitute a structural core where trust is built and where
interaction is withheld, in its turn generating communication. On the other hand, it
might cut the individuals off as a subgroup, indulging in mutual trust and in a
feeling of ‘getting work done’, using its communicative intent as a legitimizing
shield, whether consciously or not.

Summary

Collaboration and communication are both enhanced by and dependent on social
capital. The ‘‘skeleton’’ of social capital is the social network. Different network
structures affect the way in which social capital can be ‘‘used’’ as a resource for, in
this case, the planning organization. For example, a primary group can affect the
organization negatively or positively depending on how well it is connected to the
surrounding network.

Methods and Execution of Study

To be able to reveal the different structures of communication, this evaluation had
a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods: Social Network Analysis,
SNA and open interviews. Social Network Analysis is a practical method but with
a set of concepts very closely linked to theory, and it has been suggested by
Kilduff & Tsai (2003) for example that it constitutes a theory of social structure on
its own. It does, however, represent the paradigm that regards society as a network
of links instead of consisting of separate units. SNA measures relations, mainly in
terms of communication. Different types of communication can in turn be
measured, depending on the theoretical stance of the research. A more open
approach can measure all kinds of links that surface in any setting, and where the
links themselves constitute the boundaries of the network. In an ad hoc
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organization, such as the organization of spatial garrison planning, the functional
organization forms natural boundaries for the research. A common criticism of
SNA is that it represents a structuralistic ‘‘paradigm’’ where the individual is
perceived as a marionette, unable to affect the social structure that surrounds him
(Krackhardt and Hanson, 1993). In the present case, the structuralistic view is
regarded from a positive and positivistic viewpoint, as a possible way of getting
more easily generalized information on a basically social issue.

Network Closure

In a functional sense, cooperation can be regarded as consisting of communication
across the organization. In SNA, the density of the communication links between
the people involved is referred to as network closure. In a network with maximum
closure, everyone is connected to everyone else. The term closure has both a
negative and a positive ring to it. Regarding it as a closed group of people indicates
that no one is left out, but also that no one is allowed in. Starting a creative process
in an already closed network would probably not produce good results, since it
would be difficult for new ideas to be heard. Burt (2001) argues that social capital is
created in a network in which people can broker connections between otherwise
disconnected segments, which creates so-called ‘‘structural holes’’ within the
network. The ‘‘structural holes’’ argument is relevant to a situation in which the
formal organization consists of several closed groups. In a multi-stakeholder
situation, such as in spatial garrison planning, the connection of diverse segments is
the whole essence of the process. According to Burt’s arguments, any multi-
stakeholder process has the right design for social capital to thrive.

Network Centrality

Centrality reveals to what extent one or a few persons in the network are more
central than the others with regards to the direction of communication. Centrality
can be regarded as the opposite of the social capital process, since social capital
requires reciprocity of interaction. The higher the centrality rate, the lesser the
balance of the network since communication is one-way, which might signify a
less democratic process. This can indicate a hierarchical structure, but perhaps also
one or a few fiery spirits dominating the process.

Execution of Research

Three different planning groups from three different garrisons were initially
selected by the head of the garrison planning project at SwAFHQ. The three
groups represented three different levels of success in terms of producing a useful
garrison plan, according to the subjective estimation made by SwAFHQ. Garrison
A, GA, was considered the most successful planning group, followed by Garrison
B, GB, and Garrison C, GC, as the least successful planning group. Network
closure was determined by measuring the density of the communication network.
This value is the number of actual communication links relative to the number of
possible communication links. A questionnaire was sent to each member of the
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formal planning organization, on average 20 individuals in each group, in which
the respondents were asked to tick each person they had communicated with
concerning the spatial garrison and the frequency of contacts where the
alternatives given were: 1. Once or a few times a year, 2. one or a few times a
month, 3. one or a few times a week. Each tick represented one link and a relation
between two people. The computer program UCINET (Borgatti, Everett et al.,
2002) was used to compute the relations based on a matrix of the stated relations
as shown in Table 1, where a stated relation is given the value 1 – 3 and no stated
relation is given the value 0.

Open Interviews

In order to look beyond the computed structure in order to trace variations and
unforeseen aspects concerning the planning process, open interviews were
conducted. The choice of respondents was partly a self-generating process, using a
‘‘snowball’’ technique (Scott, 2000). The first person interviewed at each garrison
was the informal head of the planning group. The people he in turn identified as
being central to the process were then interviewed, and so on, resulting in a total of
18 people and in approximately the same number of hours of recorded material.
The interview setting was based on informal conversation with the emphasis on
cooperation, the people involved and how they were involved.

Social Structures of the Garrison Planning Process

The results of the network analysis are compiled in Table 2 where the values
should only be regarded as being relative to each another. Since the stated
frequency of interaction between each member of the group had a value, the
centrality percentage goes beyond 100%. The results show that GA and GB had
quite similar values, while GC showed a low communication density value. The
centrality percentage does not vary as much; however, GC had a slightly higher
number than GA and GB.

TABLE 1. Example of a relational matrix

Person A Person B Person C Person D

Person A – 3 0 1
Person B 3 – 2 0
Person C 0 2 – 2
Person D 1 1 2 –

TABLE 2. Results of the social network analysis. Density and Centrality

Garrison A B C

Density 1.2316 1.3429 0.4974
Centrality 99.52% 83.52% 118.3%
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At GA and GB, informal primary groups had formed with slightly different
structures. At GA the group consisted of five people and was named the ‘‘mini
group’’, and in GB the group consisted of three people and was referred to as ‘‘the
presidium’’. The main purpose of both groups was to coordinate the planning
sessions, and much of the communication between the participants was described
by the respondents as informal and spontaneous. The significance of the groups
was expressed by all respondents in GA and GB, which can be summarized by
these three quotes:

— The motor of thinking ahead.
— A key organization.
— The core group in pursuing the planning process.

In both garrisons, they had been initiated by the head of the planning group. The
origin and purpose of the groups were explained in the following ways:

— It’s an informal group which we use to prepare for the planning meetings, to
check what we need to bring up and where we lack basic information, to look
at the plan and discuss how to proceed.

— We thought nothing happened during the formal planning meetings except a
lot of chatting. So, we said, let’s form a presidium.

— It was an attempt to get a better structure so that it wasn’t just a planning
meeting but something also happened afterwards. The work became more
cogent and things began to happen.

— In this little core group no actual decisions were made; it worked as a drafting
committee. When it was time for the next meeting we had come a step
forward.

In both cases, the primary groups consisted of the head of the planning group and
two of his closest co-workers. In GA, the planning process was started off by a
mutual tour of the planning sites. As a result, the group gained a mutual base to
launch the communicative process.

— If you phoned somebody afterwards you could feel that we had started to
speak the same language. It provided us with a comprehensive and concrete
viewpoint.

— The work across groups led to synergistic effects. It was creative be-
cause people were filled with enthusiasm and inspired to meet new
challenges.

In GB, the view of the process was positive, as expressed in the following way by
one respondent:

— We have a positive atmosphere where we give and take. We have realized
that we all belong to the same ‘‘company’’. We’re all in the same boat,
working to find the best overall solution. The garrison planning process has
contributed to this. It’s a natural forum.
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The results from the network analysis of GC revealed a loose structure with a slightly
higher centrality rate, which indicates a more hierarchical structure. The head of the
planning group confirmed this, describing the planning process in the following way:

— Most of the material was gathered by me. I also wrote the basic document.
— There was no need to form a planning group for this purpose.
— I basically worked by myself.

Another respondent witnessed some public criticism of one of the group members
and described his own role as the spider in the web, but as a silent one, not giving
air to his opinions. The quotations from respondents in GC indicate an approach to
the planning process as a one-man job, precluding the prerequisites for building
social capital. All respondents expressed negative opinions about the planning
process as well as the resulting plan:

— There were some differences of opinion about outline and responsibilities.
— Many of us felt it was an extra burden, which created a negative attitude.

There was also a lack of information. We didn’t know where to start.
— The status of the plan is low. It is not being used to the extent that one

expected.

The view of the resulting plan was entirely different in GA:

— We got what we wanted. A very good foundation for future discussions since
it covers all effects on all spheres of activities, military as well as civil.

. . . as well as in GB:

— We have reached a result which I know we will make use of.
— We have a thread to follow in the future.

The results indicate that social network density can be related to the presence of
primary groups. There is also a correlation between primary groups and lower
centrality percentage. This indicates that the primary groups inGA andGBmay have
been functioning as enhancers of broad-based communication rather than acting as
‘self-absorbed’ and closed subgroups. GC seems to have been clinging on to the old
and hierarchical way of conducting military strategy, resulting in a dysfunctional
communicative planning process with very low relative communication density.

Conclusions

The questions asked at the beginning were: Can the social network structure of a
communicative planning process be used as an indicator on how well the process
functions? And if so: Which communicative patterns provide the process with best
function?
The answer to the first question is yes, in these cases. The answer to the second

question is that the primary group seems to play a key role, enhancing broad-based
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communication and resulting in enhanced function. However, functioning
cooperation does not automatically mean that the process has been conducted in
a democratic manner. Since the interviews were conducted within the core of each
group, one can presume that the view was more positive than at the periphery of
the network. More research with a larger empirical material would be one basic
strategy for obtaining more definite results.
Methodologically, a solely positivistic approach to social interaction, such as

SNA, can be fruitful on its own, and SNA provides a wide range of more detailed
analytical tools than those used here. However, given the complexity of social
interaction, vital nuances may still go unobserved. In this evaluation open
interviews gave the initial clue to the vital role of the primary group in the
planning process, and the research was carried out in an adductive sense, allowing
the respondent’s interpretation of his reality to be the guiding light. The attempt to
view communicative planning as a social structure can be used as a ‘‘road map’’
for further research and has the potential of being developed into indicators for
functioning, communicative planning.
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ABSTRACT  

Physical planning has a co-ordinating function for sustainable development. In Sweden, 

as in many other countries, planning processes are expected to merge the three 

dimensions of sustainability – social, economical and environmental through 

deliberative democracy in communicative planning processes, and also to enhance 

governmental visions of increased decentralization through the latter. Planning is 

founded in the local setting and takes place in the municipality as local authority. This 

article attempts to shed some light on the difficult role that is being given to the single 

planner as implementer of global visions at local, municipal level. The arguments 

emanates from the shared experiences of planners participating in the Sustainable 

Municipality Programme, commissioned by the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA) combined 

with the eight proposals of Goodin and Dryzek (2006) on possible pathways from micro-

level deliberation towards the macro political system. The concluding discussion argues 

for the theoretical and practical need for the merging of global, local and individual 
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Introduction: Communicative planning – Function vs. Theory

The adjustment to a more sustainable society requires the ability to co-ordinate a 

considerable number of different interests in functioning planning processes. Physical 

planning forms physical settings, and aims to influence, integrate and even educate 

citizens and other actors. These explicit intentions of communicative planning are often 

said to enhance democracy (Khakee and Barbanente 2003).  

Internationally, participation appears to be the prevailing planning paradigm. Within 

planning theory, it is described as a transition towards collaborative or communicative

planning. It emerges from the ideas of deliberative democracy as participation and 

public deliberation. Physical planning has a co-ordinating function for sustainable 

ecological, social and economic development. Participation and co-operation is 

expected to take place widely between different sectors, but also at different levels—

central and local.

Communicative planning is in line with the underlying prerequisites for sustainable 

development—economic, ecological and social. Planning processes are expected to 

combine the three dimensions and realize democracy and sustainable development in 

each and every local setting. Planning is founded in the local setting and takes place in 

the municipality, in most European states and many other countries and is put forward 

in the Agenda 21 document as one of the main tools to change society. Chapter ten 

focuses on the ambitions to: 

 “…strengthen planning, management and evaluation systems for land and land 

resources” and its institutional settings, as well as to “facilitate the active involvement 

and participation of all concerned, particularly communities and people at the local 

level, in decision-making on land use and management” (UnitedNations 2000-2006).  

The realization of these global and general aims often boils down to a local 

responsibility and this article concentrates on four conceptual threats to the local 

implementation of sustainability.  
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Communicative planning is characterized by a view of planning as a long-term process 

in which the focus lies not only on the planning object, but also on the process as such 

and on communication rather than calculations (Sager 1994). The processes include—

and are based on—the citizens’ interests and scope for participating. The collaboration 

with the citizen and other stakeholders thereby becomes a central piece of the planning 

jigsaw. It is truly a challenge for local communities and municipal political and 

administrative bodies to implement sustainable development through communicative 

planning processes. In local case studies we have identified traces of the challenges, 

appearing as threats to the realization of sustainable development through 

communicative planning processes. The validity and the practical potential of 

communicative planning is in dispute, since it challenges the idea of the competence of 

professional planners and their municipality-derived authoritative power to plan.

Aim of the paper 

We argue that communicative planning favours the ideal of the active and participating 

citizen, but makes the professional and democratic aspects of the planning process 

diffuse. Here we will discuss this argument, based on what we call the four threats to 

communicative planning. Firstly, there is an overwhelming risk that the communicative 

process will become more in focus than the plan itself. Secondly, the traditional model 

of the representative democracy is challenged when new communication is prioritized. 

As a consequence— and thirdly— the idea of legitimacy is also challenged, and finally 

the planning ideal relies on an overreaching idea of consensus rather than political 

conflict.  

This article focuses on the ability of communicative planning to serve as a way towards 

sustainability at a local level. There is an underlying attempt to bring the theoretical and 

idealistic discourse on communicative planning closer to function and practice, and 

thereby to highlight its differences. The aim is to discuss these four threats to the local 

communicative planning processes, regarding sustainability, from both a professional 

planner perspective and from the point of view of citizens, stakeholders and other 

actors.
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In this section, a brief presentation of our field study methods and material follows. The 

next section gives a background of spatial planning before discussing the four threats in 

theory and in practice. The concluding remarks state how and why communicative 

planning can be both friend and foe when building an inclusive and sustainable society.

Tracing the Threats 

The expression “communicative planning” implicitly contains an idealistic presumption 

of the presence of citizen participation. Although the ambition is as such, looking at it in 

a more functional way, it is usually a process initiated from the “top” and “downwards”. 

In the middle, the ideas of the communicative approach have to be realized, organized 

and implemented. Often these tasks are delegated to “ad hoc” extra-governmental 

organizations (Sager 2005).

This case study took place within the realms of the programme Sustainable 

Municipalities, commissioned by the Swedish Energy Authority, SEA. SEA is 

responsible for the national energy restructuring process in order to build a sustainable 

and effective energy system in Sweden. The programme was launched in 2003 as one 

step on the way to achieving this objective. The project will run for five years, with the 

aim of “putting energy restructuring into a wider community perspective” (SEA 2006) 

but with an underlying ambition to introduce broad-based processes at the municipal 

level.

Initially, a sub- pilot project, Physical Planning for Economizing of Resources, was 

carried out in five municipalities mainly involving planners but also researchers from 

universities and representatives from SEA. The main idea of the project, conducted as 

joint and individual seminars and work-shops,  is to form the basis of a more effective 

use of energy in the municipalities’ work on physical planning. The overall objective 

was stated to contribute to sustainable growth and broad-based collaboration locally 

between municipal administration, political representation, local trade and industry and 

other “relevant parts of the local community” (SwedishEnergyAgency 2003).  This 

indicates that they build on a governance approach as they including actors from 

different sectors go beyond traditional political institution. 
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The projects embody communicative planning and emphasize the collaboration between 

the municipality as an official organization, as a geographic locality and as a community 

of citizens.  In the middle, the single planner is placed as a combiner and realize of 

democratic and sustainability ideals. How would he or she hold up at this frontier, 

battered by new and changing ideas, values, participants, policies and resources? To be 

able to provide an insight into this issue, undistorted by the strong idealistic impact of 

the project itself, the research was carried out through theoretical discussions mainly 

inspired by the eight proposals of Goodin and Dryzek (2006) on possible pathways 

between micro-level deliberation towards the macro political system. Also, open 

interviews, in the form of informal talks, were conducted with ten of the participating 

planners, two from each of the five participating municipalities, as theoretical guidance 

and to trace practical implications. 

Local Spatial Planning for Sustainability  

The main “paradigm” of planning has shifted from rational, synoptic planning, with 

different planning experts looking at society through separate “drainpipes”. The 

planning ideal that is forming today is based on a holistic view of the world, partly 

sprung from the well-known description of sustainable development as a way of 

meeting our needs without compromising the capacity of the next generation to meet its

needs (World Commission on Environment and Development 1987). Sustainability 

raises new issues in the planning process, even if sustainable development has been 

considered a metaphor for “environmental politics gone astray” (Fischer and Hajer 

1999:4) however, by basing the concept at the local level and on people’s everyday 

lives, it can gain real meaning and make proper sense. There is a need to integrate 

different goals of a new society and an objective to merge all dimensions of sustainable 

development.  

These changes are contemporary with the general changes when governance replaces 

government as a general mode of steering and implementing policies. Policies leaning 

towards sustainable development are at the core of the governance approach, realized 

through dialogue, consultation and broad participation in networks. However, 
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governments (both nationally and locally) are still key actors in these processes, and 

planning towards a sustainable society thus takes place in the interplay between 

government and governance (Evans 2005). 

The government context of sustainable planning 

Sustainable development relies on the disputed expression “our needs”. This is a broad 

and open concept, which is seldom given practical descriptions based on everyday life 

experiences. The fundamental global and individual differences built into such a 

concept certainly make it problematic. Consequently, basic changes must take place in 

these areas; thus, the municipalities and local communities play a central role in making 

the world a more sustainable place. Municipal spatial planning can be used both as a 

common arena for agreements on local development and to limit or promote certain 

everyday behaviour (Hägerstrand 1991). Planning takes on a central role in these 

processes of general social planning, since it relates to physically-bound resources such 

as the use of land, water and air—which are basic prerequisites for humans and all 

living things.

Thus, there is a common planning ideal relying on a bottom-up approach (Bogason 

2001). In Sweden, it has been expressed through several government reports and bills.1

The municipalities and local communities are pin-pointed as being the hub of 

sustainable development integrating social, economic and environmental issues and 

actions. In Sweden the municipalities’ constitutional exclusive planning power also 

gives them a unique position in the governmental part of the planning process. 

According to the Building permit act (SFS 1987:10), the municipal independence in 

planning increased and their responsibility for land use was secured. According to the 

law, all municipalities also had to develop and adopt a comprehensive plan, and most of 

them did during the period 1990–1995. Thereafter, in 1996, the task of comprehensive 

1 Deliberative democracy as governmental ideal is expressed in, for example, the Swedish government 

bill, SOU 2005:36 and the government report; skr 2001/02:173.  
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planning was extended to governing and developing the landscape and the built-up 

environment—in such a way that environmental problems would be prevented and  

sustainable management of water, land, energy and raw-material to be promoted. The 

National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket) emphasizes the role of 

the comprehensive plan to contextualize single decisions in their own circumstances as 

a guarantee for an underlying planning process based on “consultation and 

transparency” (Hugne and Boverket 1996:7) 

Governing sustainable planning

Planning as such has development as an expression of the general, societal development 

of democracy towards increasingly broadened cooperation. In western society, past 

planning ideals have mirrored a more rational way of dealing with new demands from a 

developing welfare state. Planning today follows trends like openness and 

participation—characterizing the late modern network governance (Peters and Pierre 

2004). The demands for increased sustainability are raised in most cases and expected to 

be integrated into almost all policy areas as a form of mainstreaming. The currently 

predominant discourse of a shift from government to governance clearly constitutes a 

context for sustainable development policies and planning. Even if the governments are 

still clearly visible, they must integrate with other actors in processes of governing at 

the interface between government and governance (Evans et. al. 2005:2).

The new planning ideal 

The new planning ideal focuses on the plan as an outcome, but the process leading to 

the plan is almost as important. There is a common strive to integrate the basic values of 

sustainable development into the community and amongst the citizens and local 

stakeholders by decentralizing the process. By definition, ccommunicative planning is 

based on communication. The substance of it can be described as a cumulative process 

involving the process itself and achievement of the goal. That is, to achieve the planning 

goal—in this case reducing local energy use—a functioning communicative process is 

required; in turn, the process itself provides the means to keep it going. The 

communicative planning process is based on a broad foundation of representatives from 
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different interests. It is a learning—even fostering—process requiring mutual 

understanding, integrity, sound judgement and appreciation. This requires an the 

participants to reflect on their own set of values, not only with regard to the planning 

issue, but also in terms of interpersonal relations (Khakee 2005). 

The act of communication is the basic function of human interaction. In everyday 

surroundings, it is mostly regarded as just that, a function. But communication also has 

a strong idealistic and symbolic value as being the opposite of conflict, searching for a 

common understanding from bottom-up rather than top-down manifest of authoritative 

powers (Bengs 2005:2). However, theoretically at least, there is a built-in ambiguity in 

the ambition of communicative planning as an idea. Explicitly, planning would be 

expected to function as a fostering and tutorial process. Only implicitly, if at all, does it 

have the aim of reaching a planning goal is expressed. There is an apparent risk that the 

process will become “self-absorbed” when it is a self-generating goal and receives a 

superior significance to the planning object as such. If we regard the act of planning as a 

way of concretizing political intentions, politics would then be reduced to being a 

question of how to handle problems in the planning process. For the single planner, 

legitimacy is gained by dealing with these problems, for instance, by successfully 

organizing stakeholder networks (Imrie and Thomas 1999) and the task of the single 

planner is then to reach a balance between achieving goals and producing a democratic 

process (Sager 1994).

The Threats! 

Even if the turn towards communicative planning is contemporary with the deliberative 

turn in democratic theory, they do not explicitly meet. The two scientific approaches 

have not yet contributed to each other, since they emerge from different fields but their 

ontological starting points are similar. However, local planning practice and local 

actions towards increased sustainability are often organized as deliberative innovations 

like planning cells or consensus conferences. Goodin and Dryzek (2006) have presented 

eight proposals on possible pathways for influence from such micro level deliberation 

towards the macro political system and its sustainability. Here we will discuss the four 
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threats to local communicative planning aimed at increasing sustainability deduced 

from our field studies and how they each relate to two of the proposals of Goodin & 

Dryzek (2006).

First Threat: Planning for the Process rather than the Plan  

The planning process is organized both to give opportunities for different stakeholders 

to meet and discuss proposals and to generate a formal plan for the future use of the 

physical setting. Communicative planning focuses on the former aspect of planning; 

thus, there is a threat that it would degrade the importance of the latter. A manager of 

the planning division in one of the municipalities studied discussed how the focus on 

the process had changed the demands on him to focus on the real effect of the process 

and the plan:

“You have to create a clear picture and turn decisions into action. It helps to account 

for the spatial/physical impact of it; that and that and that will happen.” 

By this statement, he concentrates on how the communicative process must also be 

related to the plan as a policy statement and the outcome of planning. His professional 

goal as a planner is to deliver a proposed plan to the municipal council, and show how 

general aims will be transformed into practice when the plan is realized. The first two 

proposals of Goodin and Dryzek (2006) similarly point to the possibility of ‘actually 

making policy’ in a deliberative context and how such a process is actually taken up 

into the policy process. How, why and when it is taken up into the policy process is a 

functional prerequisite of communicative planning based on a rather utopian view of the 

individual’s ability to make sound and rational choices and being able to express them, 

referred to as communicative rationality (Habermas and Cooke 2001), (Sager 2002). 

The communicative process is regarded as being dependent of rationality—being the 

machinery of the process and securing the use of negotiations, and aiming for mutual 

understanding and agreement (Habermas and Cooke 2001:6) (Faludi 1986). The notion 

of rationality (of some kind) in the communicative process has its grounds in the focus 

on the plan as a legally binding document—as one other manager of a municipal 

planning division described the problem:  
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“The general plan is not an agreeable activity, but an issue for representative 

democracy. The resulting plan is a political document which can’t be appealed 

against”.

The communicative focus in the planning process raises expectations on the local actors 

and their community to act rationally in accordance with national and even international 

goals, like sustainable development. In reality, however, the everyday choices of 

individuals, households and stakeholders mainly come from an individual and short-

term rationality. Faludi describes rationality as “comprehensively evaluating possible 

actions in the light of their consequences” (Faludi 1986:115). Rationality is then 

subjective and relative to the life of each individual. The rational approach of the plan 

and its implementation risks being made subordinate to the process, and more closely 

identified short-term problems will be dealt with before even touching upon basic aims 

as global sustainability. Thus, the chains of goals on different levels have to be 

identified and integrated into all plans, not only into the planning processes. The 

professional planners are then obliged to contribute to such a perspective to relate the 

plans and the processes to both global and local sustainability.

Communicative planning has to live with its double aim of achieving the plan as such 

and also generating the process of co-operation and integration of different interests and 

actors in the local community. However, such a double approach embraces the 

traditional division of policy making and administration. Thus, the democratic ideal is 

also challenged—not least because this planning approach builds more on the ideas of 

deliberative democracy. 

Second Threat: Challenging the balance of power –Decreasing 

democracy?

Policy in societies is made both in formal representative democratic forums and in more 

deliberative open discussions. The formal democratic process focuses on inclusion, 

specific positions and resources used to gain power in processes of decision making, 

and the role of government. The deliberative approach to democracy, on the other hand, 

focuses on the process of forming ideas and decisions, and the construction of power.
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The communicative planning approach relies on the latter view of democracy, but still it 

often criticizes democracy from the more representative perspective (see, for example, 

Bengs 2005). Sager (2005) argues on a theoretical level that when “… planning can be 

linked to aspects of democracy, it is not a large step to assume that they can also be 

linked to the broad political development of society.” But this depends on what form of 

political development of the society is requested from planning in theory and practice. 

Goodin and Dryzek (2006) argue from a political-scientific standpoint that there is a 

need for an informed general public in order to promote deliberative democracy. But 

how and what the general public should be informed about is indeed a political 

question, not least regarding sustainable development. The balance of power in 

deliberative processes is strongly related to who is expected to construct the truth. The 

professional planners might be losing power through the communicative planning 

process while other actors are gaining power and influence on the decision making.  

Even if this is not a zero-sum approach to power, it still hints that only if one actor gives 

up power, others can gain—which is not accuracy but is still grounds for a threat. 

Actors can have the power to influence planning, but they can only have legitimate 

power if they have competence and formal roles of taking on power and being 

accountable. One of the local planners interviewed argued that:  

“Sometimes I feel more like a political secretary than a planner! I write political statements that 

they themselves should write. I sometimes withhold the truth in order to gain a political angle. It 

jeopardizes democracy!”  

This indicates a switching of roles, when they take on obligations other than those they 

are assumed to according to formal democratic procedure. Thus, they also have to 

communicate differently and power relations are reconstructed. The formal organized 

power structures in the democratic organizations are challenged, since power becomes 

distributed out of the formal organizations and their authorities. In planning regarding 

sustainability, the planner—who still is localized within the governmental sphere—

often takes on a new role promoting exploitation rather than control and formal 

decisions (Bengs 2005). Similarly to Sager (2005:3), we can conclude that decision-

making in planning processes has been “depoliticized”, since decisions in these cases 
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mainly become an operational management issue rather than a democratic and political 

consideration. Thus, the accountability for planning and social change is almost 

invisibly handed over to the single planners. Thereby their professional competence are 

challenged and democracy can be threatened.  

Bengs (2005) argues that the integration of private market interests has a negative effect 

on communicative planning, and are a consequence of globalization and the de-

centralization of decision-making regarding land use. However, this is indeed a political 

statement of a basic conflict between market and democracy. Amongst others, Goodin 

and Dryzek (2006:229) argue on the other hand for the use of market testing for policy 

making in deliberative democracy. Physical planning often relates to market interests 

which thereby become key stakeholders in communicative planning processes. 

However, the argument of being in the hands of the market actors distances itself from 

democratic power and does not take the obligations and interest provided by the citizens 

into consideration. 

These problems are related to the contextualization of governance rather than the actual 

government of planning and sustainable development. Planning aims to reach enhanced 

local sustainability through communicative processes, but this does not automatically 

mean that it does! By using such expressions, it can be legitimized as doing just that 

(Bengs, 2005). If new meanings of power distribution and democracy can be 

constructed in the context of deliberation and governance, even communicative 

planning could be considered to be democratic and the threat could be conquered.

Third Threat. False legitimatization? 

Democracy relies heavily on both meanings of legitimacy: legality and trust. The local 

planning processes take place in legal frameworks settled from above by national 

governments, as well as by international trends and agreements such as Agenda 21. But 

the latter has to be integrated into the values and meanings of the local community by 

growth of trust. Based on a European study of local Agenda 21 processes, Evens et al. 

state that: “… legitimizing the new policies of sustainability cannot be forced upon local 

communities within democratic systems; instead, it is a long-term learning process.”
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(Evans et al 2005:25). Thus, communicative planning and deliberative democracy have 

to be bottom-up processes, even if they are organized from a semi-hierarchical level. By 

this, it could promote growth of trust between local actors and legitimizing policy, 

similar to what Goodin and Dryzek (2006:232) put forward as their fifth proposal. Such 

building of local trust makes the process more legitimate but it is highly dependent on 

the very outcome of the process, as one of our interviewed local planners stated:

“To be able to legitimize decisions, there is a need for fast processes. You have to be able to 

show results. But there is always the question of who is going to pay for it, who has the overall 

responsibility and who should be the driving force.”  

The formal legitimacy (legality) is largely a construction within the government sphere. 

Communicative planning, as it develops according to governance by collaboration 

between different stakeholders, citizens and the local governmental structures, creates 

the more informal legitimacy—trust between actors. However, it is not always clear 

whether the actors understand each other fully, as one of the interviewed stakeholders 

concluded by saying: “To obtain legitimacy, you have to speak the same language” and

showed how the process of communicative planning as confidence building which 

Goodin and Dryzek (2006:234) identify as their sixth proposal. 

Confidence, as an aspect of legitimacy, highlights the two central risks that we see as 

potential counter-productive effects when more short-term environmental problems and 

solutions are in focus rather than basic changes towards a more sustainable society. If 

the participating actors in the communicative planning process mean different things 

when discussing sustainable development, none of them will reach their aims. The 

planning process might then lose legitimacy, while not fulfilling anyone’s ambition or 

bridging borders between actors and sectors. It is rather an expression of power, as 

Sager (2005) points out, when they maintain borders between sectors and do not give up 

their privilege to define the problem according to the norms of their own sector. 

As a consequence of the first threat—planning for the process rather than the plan—

there is a risk that the actors will invest more trust in the collaborative process and reach 

consensus within the process rather than agreeing on the issue as such, and the 
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legitimacy of the plan might be undermined. Goodin and Dryzek (2006:233) identify 

the risks of the false legitimation when stating that the design “to legitimize certain 

policies can sometimes end up legitimizing activist disobedience”. This might also 

sidestep the professional planner, as Sager (1994:1) expresses it “… planners feel the 

pulse of injustice and unreason, since their professional field has such close ties to 

politics.”. The legitimating process may end up in a messy understanding of consensus 

when the process fails to co-ordinate different interests, undermining both the intent of 

deliberative democracy and the planning for sustainability. 

Fourth Threat: The ambiguity of consensus? 

Communicative planning aims to reach consensus, but we can argue that there is an 

ambiguity of consensus. Consensus is dependent on a subjective assessment by each 

participating actor, and since there are more possibilities to leave the planning process 

(exits) the more governance structure it has, the consensus becomes narrower and 

narrower and less inclusive. However, the exits from the communicative process are 

closed for the government actors while being open for other stakeholders. The 

governmental actors are more or less forced to keep the process together and they are 

accountable for the undermined democracy, false legitimacy and the ambiguity of   

consensus.

Communicative planning has emerged from Habermas’ (1984) notion of 

communicative rationality and its aim to reach consensus. Habermas’ division of 

normative and communicative consensus partly clarifies the ambiguity. Normative 

consensus signifies unity as consequences of uncritical adoption of common 

conceptions, either from manipulation of an elite or from the cultural tradition where the 

transfer of norms and values is taken for granted. Communicative consensus is in turn 

based on critical assessment of different alternatives. On behalf of the individual actor, 

this puts him in “limbo” between social pressure and individual choice. 

Critical assessment is based on subjective, individual rationality as discussed above. In 

this sense, individual rationality can be changed into a goal of reaching consensus, thus 

leaving the process and losing progress. In a local community with its social network, 
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this assumption is not too far-fetched. Collective rationality then turns away from the 

sustainability task, instead turning towards maintaining or enhancing the social capital 

of the community.

Using communicative planning as an enhancer, or carrier, of democracy is controversial 

since consensus is not what characterizes the democratic process. Consensus might act 

as a legitimizer of the process, providing a smooth ride. As one stakeholder in the local 

planning process put it: “In striving to reach consensus, one sweeps things aside or the 

strongest wins”, and he meant both issues and actors. Consensus is almost seen as a 

superior aim of the process. According to Sager (1994), the process of communication 

cannot be intertwined with aiming to achieve consensus. Then the process does not 

serve as a co-ordinator of interests, but rather as an evoker of transformed opinion. The 

pure essence of consensus then makes the Habermas distinction between the normative 

and the communicative sides of it theoretically impossible. At the local level, however, 

reaching consensus in the process itself might be fruitful and beneficial to the global 

goal, in the long term reaching a common framework to unite a group without 

disturbing individual stances concerning the planning issues (Meindl 1996). The pursuit 

of common consensus through collective rationality might have to be boiled down to 

striving for successful implementation of how to deal with sustainability in a practical 

sense.

Several informants expressed the comprehensive plan as a common arena for the 

implementation of sustainability throughout sectors. One head of planning expressed it 

in a pragmatic way by saying: “comprehensive planning naturally touches upon all 

sectors. It’s hard to escape it.” This highlights the ambiguity of consensus and the risks 

of a too-popular oversight that might also end up as the consensus model taking 

stakeholders as well as professional planners and politicians as hostages, which are the 

two final risks of deliberative processes put forward by Goodin and Dryzek (2006).
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Comprehensive discussion 

There is a need to combine the local and global aims of sustainable development—or in 

Goodin & Dryzeck terms, to combine micro and macro politics—to reach a more 

sustainable society. These demands are met in both planning theory and communicative 

planning practice. Communicative planning takes place in the interplay between 

governance and government, and attempts to give different actors access—and might 

even equalize their influence on the planning process.

To conclude, the four identified threats to sustainable development through 

communicative planning all challenge the norm of formal democratic governance, and it 

is clear how they rely on a deliberative understanding of democracy. Planning regarding 

sustainable development is probably even more threatening, since it is based on diffuse 

global aims. The first threat, in which the process is discussed as made subordinate to 

the goal, makes communicative planning a friend of citizens and stakeholders who gains 

influence. But, for the professional planner and the local politicians that have to be 

accountable, it is likely to be a foe. The second threat to democracy and power makes 

communicative planning a friend of all strong actors and a foe of those in less 

favourable positions. The more informed the public is, and the more the market actors 

have aims similar to the public (hopefully on sustainable development), the more 

communicative planning will be a friend of all. However, this closely relates the 

capacity of building trust and legitimacy through the process and the outcome as a 

formal binding plan. As long as the idea of democracy is diffuse, the legitimating 

process will also be diffuse and the risk of false legitimizing remains. Similar threats 

emerging from ambiguity of consensus might hide conflicts, thereby (again) making 

communicative planning the friend of the strong actors. The planning process must co-

ordinate all four threats and not let any of them overturn the process to reach 

sustainability.

In our case, the local actors have appeared as key actors, and they are expected to be 

accountable to the citizens in the municipality, to the state and its agencies, and to the 

values of sustainable development. The physical structure is seen as a policy instrument 

to change the daily practices of people, households and other organizations in the 
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program Sustainable municipality, as well as in most policies for increased sustainable 

development. The geographer Hägerstrand formulates the same when writing that 

sustainable development relies on our ability:  

“…to make future contract with nature, supplementing the social contract, is precisely 

a matter of establishing norms. Right behaviour must become self-evident” (Hägerstrand 

2000:314).

There are few if any good alternatives to communicative and deliberative processes to 

reach sustainable development, because of the tight connection between our everyday 

lives and the effect of humans on the environment. Thus, there is a need to continue the 

planning and research in the interface of politics, to keep up the struggle for a more 

sustainable society in the daily life of each and every one of us.  

Communicative planning becomes the friend of governance structure and deliberative 

approaches, since they all have similar roots. As long as the government structure is 

forced to take on democratic accountability, however, it will consider communicative 

planning as a foe. If or when the bases of democracy and legitimacy will gain new 

meanings in relation to their new context then communicative planning may be seen as 

the friend of all. When reaching that point the approach of communicative planning can 

be successful and help to build a sustainable society for all! 
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